SAP Certification
Dear Students,
Greetings
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Technical University is pleased to announce that world’s largest and leading ERP
software product company, SAP has proposed certification programs to all it’s affiliated colleges. SAP
India is proposing ‘knowledge Partnership’ through education line of business which shall enable
student to grow professionally with its wide range of SAP certification on ERP management, intelligent
and analytical solution and cloud infrastructure.
A quick introduction to SAP- SAP is the world’s largest and leading ERP software product company. It
is headquartered in Waldorf, Germany. SAP has a market share of over 65% in the Enterprise
Application Software Business. SAP ERP software is installed in over 4,13,000 companies in over 180
countries. Specific to India, most of the Public-Sector companies, 25 out of the 40 largest Indian
companies named in Forbes list, over 75% of the companies listed in Sensex & Nifty run on SAP. SAP’s
market leader status in the ERP domain ensures continuous requirement for skilled manpower in over
27 Industries vertical. With more and more companies adopting SAP ERP software, the demand for
qualified resources keep growing.
SAP ERP skills will give the students an opportunity to be employed as a “SAP Certified Consultant” in
over 1600+ partners in India which includes some of the large consulting and IT organizations such as
Accenture, Infosys, TCS, Wipro, Cap Gemini, PwC, HCL, etc. or as an “End User” in over 7000+ private
companies from over 27 industries such as Mercedes Benz, Toyota, Caterpillar, Reliance Industries,
Shell, L&T, LG, Samsung, Lenovo, Adidas, Nike, Unilever, TATA Croma, Johnson & Johnson, Pepsi, Coke,
etc. or in Government sector and PSU companies such as India Post, Indian Railways, ONGC, BHEL,
NTPC, Vizag Steel, LIC, etc.
The SAP certification will improve Campus to Corporate Employability with three levels:
1.Beginner- Orientation level learning
2.Business User- Operational level Learning
3.Expert - Consultant level learning
Student enrol within the course shall receive a learning kit from SAP that includes• SAP overview with Business process/ SAP Site License (FI,MM,SD,PP & ABAP)/ Learning hub
student edition
• LH professional Edition for Instructors
• Content Deployment Platform
• Student Assessment Platform
• SAP ERP at Centre for Excellence
• Global Certification
The total fees for beginner certification will be Rs. 30,000/- + Exam fee (15000+GST)

Click here for Expression of Interest.

How SAP is Impacting the business world.
We are now able to collect more data, in a faster time, than at any other point in history. Think
about an average day – you use a smartphone to share stories and photos online, you access
your online banking through a web app, you make purchases from your tablet, you download
your favorite music and films, you get to know the best places to eat and travel from online
forums and you receive the business news most relevant to you direct to your inbox – all before
your first meeting of the day. These data sources, geographical locations and user preferences
are all feeding into the worldwide surge of Big Data.
Through SAP HANA, companies, governments, not-for-profits and institutions are able to
leverage Big Data and transform a set of figures and statistics into real change strategies –
across healthcare, education, science, technology and more.
SAP HANA changing the world we live in…
Public Policy: By looking at crime data and using predictive analysis models, police forces are
able to minimize crime occurrence, or at the very least be more prepared for it.
In the San Francisco area, a project was recently completed with the help of SAP HANA, which
took into account several hundred million data points made available by online police data and
statistics. The data sources included crime records plus other factors such as proximity of crime
scene to a police station, a liquor store etc. They were able to influence changes in local policy
based on these in-depth data sets that crime records alone would not have uncovered, i.e.
which route police patrol cars should take on specific days etc.

Transportation: Planning for transportation projects and the results of traffic improvement
measures can be analyzed for their effectiveness and efficiency, reducing costs and increasing
benefits to the end users.
Councils can use Big Data to instantly improve problem traffic hotspots by analysing weather,
event, traffic and other variables; enabling them to change road traffic lights and adjust the flow
of traffic at peak times, or after an incident.
Transportation officials can track anonymous mobile phone user data to quickly identify
accidents and other challenges on busy city roads. An entire traffic network can be monitored
and improved in real-time.
Climate Change: On the agenda of most governments, climate change can have disastrous
effects on communities around the world.
With SAP HANA analytics, it is possible to assess the impact of hurricanes and coastal erosion
and use real-time Big Data tools to activate alerts for residential populations at risk of pending
weather-related emergencies.
Weather officials can use social media feeds and mobile phone data to enhance their weather
information and provide a more holistic advisory service in extreme weather situations. (During
the height of Hurricane Sandy, CBS estimates 3.5 million tweets with the #Sandy hashtag were
sent and 10 photos of Hurricane Sandy were uploaded per second to Instagram!).
Healthcare: With an ageing worldwide population and increased healthcare costs, it is in
everyone’s interests to have access to the best, most cost efficient medical care when we need
it.
Patient profiling using SAP HANA is able to better identify people who are more at risk of
developing lifestyle diseases like diabetes. This creates a proactive, rather than reactive,
approach to treatment and can reduce the cost of healthcare.
Medical researchers can also now aggregate information from a global pool of anonymous
cancer patients into large datasets and look for patterns to help us understand the causes and
optimal treatments better.
Economic Development: Real-time Big Data tools can assist energy officials to optimally
distribute excess energy within a power grid from residential solar energy production. Energy
officials can also tap into a network of sensors, alerting them to potential safety hazards before
they become dangerous. For example, natural gas pipes and electrical lines can be re-routed,
and technicians can have the data to solve a problem before it becomes worse and the grid
loses power.
Education: Making education the best it can be for students, as well as the economy is a major
priority around the world. HANA’s real-time Big Data tools offer a range of options to improve
the education sphere for students as well as educational institutions.
Schools and colleges are able to identify students at the highest risk for dropout, long before the
problem arises. By leveraging such tools, school administrators can provide students the
support they need to succeed.

SAP Education and it’s story.

SAP is the world’s largest and leading ERP software product company. It is headquartered in
Waldorf, Germany. SAP has a market share of over 65% in the Enterprise Application Software
Business. SAP ERP software is installed in over 4,13,000 companies in over 180 countries.
Specific to India, most of the Public-Sector companies, 25 out of the 40 largest Indian
companies named in Forbes list, over 75% of the companies listed in Sensex & Nifty run on
SAP. SAP’s market leader status in the ERP domain ensures continuous requirement for skilled
manpower in over 27 Industries vertical. With more and more companies adopting SAP ERP
software, the demand for qualified resources keeps growing.
On the supply side, each year India produces more than 2.5 million university graduates, of which
20% are engineering majors. According to NASSCOM, only 25% of technical graduates are
considered employable by the rapidly growing IT and ITeS companies. The report also states that
India’s IT sector will face a shortfall of half a million professionals annually.

SAP Education Student Academy and its story

The SAP Student Academy program expands on SAP’s existing engagement with educational
institutions. Designed to provide convenient and cost-effective SAP training to aspiring students
through SAP Student Academy program. SAP Student Academy enables colleges and
universities to offer training that increases their students’ SAP knowledge and helps move them
to the top of employers’ job applicants list. It’s made up of two key components that help
students achieve their career and learning objectives: SAP Learning Hub, student edition gives
students training content to expand their knowledge of SAP across a wide range of subject
areas; SAP E-Academy, student edition provides.

Overview
Universities that wish to offer SAP Education self-paced training courses to students as an
element of their core curricula or as an elective option can now purchase these offerings at
special student pricing through an Education University Partner contract. The university tailored
offering provides a strong value proposition to students to become more employable through
early in-study completion of SAP certifications.
Program Benefits for Students
Flexible learning program that can be completed to fit with university studies
Rich learning content that spans all SAP solutions
In-study completion of SAP Certification to speed up career progression in SAP’s
ecosystem
Access to membership benefits relating to the SAP Certification program

Program Benefits for Universities
Scalable e-learning offering to complement university curricula
Self-paced enablement option for lecturers to expand their SAP knowledge
Access to pre-configured SAP Training systems via SAP E-Academy student edition
No up-front risk - offer only the courses that have been specifically requested by students

Why Consider SAP Student Academy?
If you’re not sure about the value of building your SAP expertise to prepare for a job in today’s
workplace, consider this:
More than 260,000 companies in the world run SAP. These companies represent 86% of
Global Fortune 500 companies.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that IT-related occupations will grow 22% by
the year 2020. This upturn in jobs and hiring means there’s more competition for top
candidates.

SAP Student Academy helps graduating students and those reskilling for the new marketplace
get to the top of applicant list for IT jobs.
According to a 2010 study, 91% of hiring managers regarded IT certifications as an
effective measurement of a candidate’s worth.
Being an SAP ERP consultant ranks #30 on the 100 BEST Jobs in America according to
CNN Money.
Get started today in building the skills you need to qualify for the more than 40,000 SAP
jobs available today on Indeed.com!
Facilitate certification with SAP E-Academy, student edition

SAP Student Academy includes access to SAP E-Academy, student edition, which enables
students to pursue SAP certification to enhance their career opportunities.
SAP E-Academy is a flexible learning program that delivers interactive learning content with
system demonstrations, simulations, quizzes, and assessments. Students learn at their own
pace, practicing what they’ve learned for better retention and outcomes while working toward
SAP certifications.

SAP Success Stories.
COEP
The College of Engineering Pune (COEP) forerunners of technical education in the country,
established in the year 1854, is one of the premiere engineering institutes in the country which
has consistently maintained it's tradition of excellence in the field of technical education.
Since the inception of the Production Engineering department in 1994, the department has
produced eminent, competent and committed engineers in the field of Manufacturing
Engineering and Technology. The department carries out research work sponsored by various
industries in the form of different projects. The department has well equipped workshop and
laboratories such as CAD/CAM/Metrology, FMS, Robotics Lab, Rapid Prototyping Lab and FAB
Lab.
For last 3 years College of Engineering Pune has integrated SAP course in their curriculum by
offering Post Graduate Diploma in ERP. By doing this they have been able to successfully
attract industry professionals and students to be skills relevant and get better job opportunities.
Students & Professionals have been able to attract a lot of attention from industry and have
good salary packages ranging from INR 4,00,000 to 6,50,000 as SAP consultants which gives
them a long and rewarding career.

TASK
Telangana Academy for Skills & Knowledge (TASK) is a not for profit organization created by
Government of Telangana for bringing synergy among institutions of Government, Industry &
Academia with an objective of offering quality human resources and services to the industry .

VALUE FOR STUDENTS
Granting access to modules for enhancing their technology, personal and organisation skills at
highly subsidized rates.

VALUE FOR COLLEGES
We forge partnerships with colleges to create environs conducive for growth through faculty
development, research pilots and help colleges provide quality education for the leaders of
tomorrow with focused systematic program.

VALUE FOR CORPORATES
Our programs help corporates gain access to a pool of trained graduates for suitable roles. Our
students are trained extensively in latest technology to help companies find the right candidate.

SAP – TASK Collaboration
Under TASK there are close to 120 colleges registered which are offering SAP training for close
to 20000 students in the next 2-3 years. In past students coming from very backward areas
have got successful job placements in big corporates like, Capgemini, Cognizant & Wipro. The
success has been achieved due to the timely approach from the Government of Telangana to
create skills which are in demand by industry. SAP has been of prime advantage for a large
group of students who post their training and certification have got offers from various MNC’s.
The salary packages have been from INR 3,40,000 to 4,50,000. These efforts of SAP – TASK
collaboration has been accoladed in many platforms.

SAP Course Details

SAP Consultant Program
SAP ABAP – an acronym for Advanced Business Application Programming. It is a high-level,
advanced
programing language which is created by SAP. This is ideal for Engineering students from CSE,
IT,
ECE branches. This can also be taken up by other students who are interested in a career in
coding and development if they have exposure to OOPS concepts.
SAP MM – Materials Management for students of core branches like Mechanical, Civil and
Electrical.
MM is a functional module and DOES NOT require any coding or development skills. This module
is used by most of the companies which have implemented SAP.
SAP FI – Financial Accounting for commerce and MBA Finance students. This is one of the most
sought-after modules by students and working professional alike.
SAP SD – Sales & Distribution most suited for MBA Marketing/Sales students.
SAP HR – Human Capital Management for MBA HR students.
Getting trained in MM / FI / SD / HR will give a two-prong opportunity of choosing a consulting
career in or working in the core industry in their own discipline as a SAP end-user.
The above courses could be conducted in the college campus with SAP’s state-of-art Learning
Management System. The duration of this course is 200 hours spread across 3 or 5 months.
While the SAP ERP Consultant course costs over Rs.3,00,000 in the outside market, the same
course can be offered at a special and highly subsidized price for the students of Karnataka under
this initiative.
Global Level certification: Students who have successfully completed the course will be awarded
a course completion certificate. Those who aspire to be “SAP Certified Consultants” can pay and
appear for Global Level Certification Exam. On clearing the certification, the student will be
awarded a Certificate by SAP, Germany. This certificate is accepted globally in over 130+
countries for employment by SAP Partners and Customers.

SAP Power User Program
A comprehensive 80-hour program that covers basics of ERP, SAP navigation and key concepts
in multiple tracks such as Finance, Sales & Distribution, Materials Management and Production
Planning. Based on interest / relevance to the field of study, the students can choose any of the
above tracks.
This program is ideal for all college students who would like to improve their employability in
companies that run SAP. The course trains the learners to interact with SAP systems efficiently
and practicing industry relevant SAP transactions in simulated environment makes them ready to
face the real world.
SAP value for AKTU.
SAP Education can bring a lot of value addition to AKTU with its Student Academy program.

•
•

Forum to connect with the corporates and academia for enhancing the employability
quotient among the graduates of the state
Share inputs and plans for overall development of the state

Increase in Job Opportunities

Due to ever changing market dynamics a lot of students miss out on the expectations of skills
which industry is looking for. SAP has close to 4,13,000 customers across the world and around
17000 partner companies who use, implement or support in SAP systems. This gives students a
very large pool of employers to plan their career.

Increase in Industry Relevant Skill Set

Since many large companies use SAP technology the need for them is to constantly keep pace
with SAP’s innovative strategies in market. This requires regular upgrade & maintenance
activities; therefore companies are always in a lookout for people who are trained in SAP to
reduce their turnaround time. Many premium education bodies in other states in India are able
to bridge this gap of expectation vs availability of SAP skilled resources.

